Abstract. We extend the concept of Voronoi diagram in the ordinary Euclidean geometry for n points to the one in the Laguerre geometry for n circles in the plane, where the distance between a circle and a point is defined by the length of the tangent line, and show that there is an O(n log n) algorithm for this extended case. The Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry may be applied to solving effectively a number of geometrical problems such as those of determining whether or not a point belongs to the union of n circles, of finding the connected components of n circles, and of finding the contour of the union of n circles. As in the case with ordinary Voronoi diagrams, the algorithms .proposed here for those problems are optimal to within a constant factor. Some extensions of the problem and the algorithm from different viewpoints are also suggested.
Introduction. The Voronoi diagram for a set of n points in the Euclidean plane is one of the most interesting and useful subjects in computational geometry. Shamos and Hoey [15] presented an algorithm which constructs the Voronoi diagram in the Euclidean plane in O(n log n) time by using the divide-and-conquer technique, and showed many useful applications. Since then, various generalizations of the Voronoi diagram have been considered. Hwang [6] and Lee and Wong [10] considered the Voronoi diagrams for a set of n points under the Ll-metric, and the L1-and Lo-metrics, respectively, and gave O(n log n) algorithms to compute them. Lee and Drysdale [9] studied the Voronoi diagrams for a set of n objects such as line segments or circles, where the distance between a point and an object is defined as the least Euclidean distance from the point to any point of the object, and therefore the edges of these Voronoi diagrams are no longer simple straight line segments but may contain fragments of parabolic or hyperbolic curves. They gave an O(n(log n)2) algorithm to construct these diagrams, and Kirkpatrick [7] reduced its complexity to O(n log n).
Here we extend the concept of usual Voronoi diagram in the Euclidean geometry for n points to the one in the Laguerre geometry for n circles in the plane, where the distance from a point to a circle is defined by the length of the tangent line. Then the edges of these extended diagrams are simple straight line segments which are easy to manipulate. We show that there is an O(n log n) algorithm for this extended case.
In spite of the unusual distance employed here, the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry can be applied to solving efficiently a number of geometric problems concerning circles. By using this extended Voronoi diagram, the problem of determining whether or not a point belongs to the union of given n circles can be solved in O(log n) time and O(n) space with O(n log n) preprocessing. We can also solve the problem of finding the connected components of given n circles in O(n log n) time, which can be applied to a problem in numerical analysis, namely, estimating the region where ordinary Voronoi Fig. 1 (d) ).
2. Definition of the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry. Suppose n circles Ci C Q; r) Q (x, y)) are given in the plane, where the distance between a circle C and a point P is defined by dL(Ci, P) as in 1. Then the Voronoi polygon V(C) for circle C is defined by (2) V(C) {pR21d2L(C,P)<-_d2L(C,P)}.
Note that the inequality d2c(C, P) _-< d2c(C, P) determines a half-plane so that V(Ci)
is convex. However, note also that V(C) may be empty and that C may not intersect its polygon V(C) when circle C is contained in the union of the other circles. The
Voronoi polygons for n circles Ci (i--1,..., n) partition the whole plane, which we shall refer to as the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry (see Fig. 2 Proof. Consider the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry for n circles Ci(Qi; ri) (Qi=(x, y); i= 1,..., n), where we can assume y yi (i ]) without loss which is easily seen to be equivalent to (4) above, so that V(C1) # ) is unbounded iff the center Q1 of C1 lies on the boundary of the convex hull.
When the center Q1 lies at a corner of the convex hull, there exist two distinct pairs of (a,/3), say, (al,/31) and (a2,/32) such that (4) holds and that the vectors (xi-xl, Yi-Yl) (i=2,..., n) can be represented as linear combinations of (al,/31) and (a2,/32) with nonpositive coefficients one of which is strictly negative. The assertion that V(C1)# easily follows from the fact that (3) holds for (x, y)=(Ma, Mfl) with a sufficiently large M(>0), where (a,/3) (al + a2,/31 +/32). 3 . Construction of the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry. We shall show that the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry can be constructed in O(n log n) time. The algorithm is based on the divide-and-conquer technique, which is very much like the one proposed initially by Shamos and Hoey [15] Lemma 4 implies that, given a ray, we can find the dividing line in O(n) time by tracing it from the ray to the other by means of a special scanning scheme, i.e., by the clockwise and counterclockwise scanning scheme [9] . Lemma 5, on the other hand, enables us to find a ray in O(n) time from CH(S), which, in turn, can be found in O(n) time from CH(L) and ell(R) [14] , [15] . 
(s+ e, t) V(C) and (s-e, t) V(Ci). Suppose that there were more than one intersection point, say, P1-" (S1, t), P2-" (s2, t),. , Pk (Sk, t) (Sl < S2 <" < Sk; k >-2). It follows from (5) that the points (s, t) with s Sl + e < s2) are nearer to R than to L, whereas the points with s s2-e (> sl) are nearer to L than to R. Therefore, there exists one and only one intersection point P (s, t) of the dividing line with the line y t. The Lemma then follows by the continuity arguments. [3 It should be noted that the property of the above Lemma 6 does not hold for the Voronoi diagram for line segments, i.e., that there may appear an "L-island" in the R-region and vice versa, which makes the problem quite complicated [9] .
The second problem is to trace the dividing line from a given ray to the other ray in linear time. A similar construction is valid or the diagram V(R).
C7}). (ii) V(LU R). (iii) V(L) and V(R). (iv) V(Lt) and V(Rt).
Next, we can find e* from V(L) and V(Rt) in linear time as follows. Since all the Voronoi edges in both diagrams V(Lt) and V(Rt) are perpendicular to l, we can merge the diagrams V(Lt) and V(Rt) to obtain V(Lt U RI) in linear time in a way similar to that in which we merge two sorted lists into a single sorted list. In the merged diagram of V(Lt), and V(Rt), each region between two neighbouring edges is the intersection of two Voronoi regions, one in V(L) and the other in V(R). For each region of the merged diagram, with which is associated a pair (Ci E L, CjE R) of circles, we examine whether or not there exists a point equidistant (in the Laguerre geometry) rom Ci and Cj within the region; i there exists one, the radical axis o Ci and C is the ray e*. (In the example ot Fig. 5(iv) , the ray e*, lying in the intersection of V(C3) in V(Lt) and V(C6) in V(R), is equidistant from C3 and 6"6.) Since the number of those regions in that diagram is O(n), we can find e*, which is the ray of the dividing line, in O(n) time. V(LtU Rt) is ready to obtain from V(Lt), V(Rt) and e*.
Thus, it has been shown that the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry for n circles can be constructed in O(n log n) time. 4 . Applications. Problem 1. Given n circles in the plane, determine whether a given point P is contained in their union or not.
Once we have constructed the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry for the given n circles Ci(i= 1,..., n), we have only to find the Voronoi polygon V(Cj) containing P and check if P lies in Cj. If P is not in C, then for any circle C, d(C, P)->_ d2(Cj, P)> 0, and therefore P is not in any circle. Since we can construct the Voronoi diagram in the Laguerre geometry in O(n log n) time, and locate a point in a polygonal subdivision of the plane in O(log n) time and O(n) storage, using O(n log n) preprocessing [8] , [12], we can solve this problem completely in O(log n) time and O(n) storage with O(n log n) preprocessing. Problem 2. Partition the set of n circles into the connected components. That is, find the connected components of the intersection graph of the n circles, i.e. the graph whose vertices are the circles and which has an edge between two vertices iff the circles corresponding to them intersect in the plane.
This problem arises in numerical analysis when we estimate the eigenvalues of a matrix by means of Gershgorin's theorem [4] . Though Proof. Consider the connected component St which consists of proper circles and contains C and C'. Since the union of circles in $I is a connected region and is partitioned into CiN V(Ci) (Ci.S1)[i.e., U{CilfiSI}-U{CiN V(Ci)ICSI}], we can take a path within this connected region from a point in C n V(C) to a point in C'N V(C'). Considering .a sequence C CI, C2,'", Ck C' of circles in the order in which this path passes through C n V(C) ( [11] . Thus, the total time to find the partition of n circles into the connected components is O(n log n).
This algorithm is optimal to within a constant factor. In fact, we have LEMMA Proof. We show that sorting n real numbers Xl, x2," , x, reduces to this problem in O(n) time. First, find x. min (xi) and x* =max (x), and let R x*-x.>-O. Then, consider n circles with centers (x, 0) and radii R (see Fig. 6 ). The contour of the union of these circles consists of circular arcs, and the order of arcs, according to which the contour can be traced unicursally, gives us the sorted list of n numbers. 
